Undergraduate Society Which Has Achieved Prominence in International Flying Circles—The A. E. S. Glider

When the First Plane Was Designed, Very Little Data Was Obtainable on the Subject of Motorless Flight. With the Experience Gained in Flying the First Glider, They Made Several Changes in the Layout of the Second Glider. The French Committee in Charge of the Contests Ruled, However, That the Second Entry Was Ineligible Because It Was Not Entered at the Start of the Contests and So It Did Not Compete at Claremont-Ferrand. Allen Subsequently Took the Plane to Germany With Him and Tried It Out Over the Ground Where the German Soaring Records Were Made.

Allen and the Second Ship Built by the Institute Society. (Center)

(Trans. Greek Myth)

"Prometheus, the Fire-Bringer, he who snatched from the sun’s glowing chariot thrice-precious fire and brought it, hidden in a fennel-stalk, to earth, that men might live like gods in its pleasant warmth."
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